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REAL DEXTERITY WITH THE WMOTO XDV250I 

 

 

 

SUBANG JAYA, 9 DECEMBER 2022 – WMOTO has launched its third 250cc class product scooter after 

the RT3 and ES250i, the XDV250i. Along with the tagline "Ketangkasan Sebenar". This scooter displays 

a bold and sharp design that reveals the masculine features of this latest motorcycle. 

For maximum safety, it is also equipped with front and rear disc brakes and a dual-channel Anti-Lock 

Brake (ABS) system, giving the rider more confidence during emergency braking. 

The WMoto XDV250i 244cc scooter is powered by a 4-stroke, single-cylinder, and 4-valve and can 

produce a maximum power delivery of 24.8Hp at 8,750rpm and a maximum torque of 23.0Nm at 

6,750rpm with a liquid cooling system. In terms of other technical aspects, this scooter also complies 

with Euro 4 emission standards and is equipped with an electronic fuel injection system. 

The WMOTO XDV250i scooter has an adjustable windshield with projector headlights and DRLs that 

use LED technology for longer lamp life and a clearer view while riding. In addition, emergency lights 

are also included as a full LCD display panel. 

The WMoto XDV250i has a fuel tank with a capacity of 13.5 liters, giving you more kilometers while 

riding.  While for the convenience of the riders, there is also a USB port where you can charge your 

smartphone and place it in the storage space at the front of the scooter, as well as a 12V10A power 

connector. 



 
 
 

 
 
For suspension, WMoto XDV250i uses the best brand, KYB in the front (USD) and rear (telescopic shock 

absorbers) for maximum comfort when riding on roads with various types of surfaces. 

The WMOTO XDV250i comes with two types of variants; Standard and Project-X. The standard variant 

has standard specifications while the Project-X, has additional accessories and is also different from 

the Standard variant. The Project-X variant has a taller adjustable wind deflector, tubeless spoke rims 

and 3 side and rear storage boxes. 

The WMoto XDV250i is available at authorized WMoto dealers throughout Malaysia starting 

tomorrow and is sold at a starting price of RM18,888.00 for the Standard category and RM21,888.00 

for the Project-X excluding road tax and registration. The Standard variant offers two color options; 

Admiral Blue and Scarlet Red.  Meanwhile, the Project-X variant only comes with one color, Majestic 

Black. 

With every WMoto XDV250i purchase, buyers can enjoy a manufacturer's warranty of two years or 

20,000 km mileage (whichever comes first) and online genuine parts purchase service by MForce Bike 

Holdings Sdn. Bhd. 
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